
ESG TOPICS
OCI has committed to corporate social responsibility for sustainable 

development. OCI has been included in the DJSI Korea Index for 

12 consecutive years and recognized as the one of the best companies 

in terms of ESG compliance. We will continue to operate with 

differentiated ESG competitiveness and initiate a movement 

for sustainable future.



Environment

Global Green Enterprise OCI
OCI has opened up the future by proactively responding 

to climate change. We put utmost priority on the 

environment for the next generation and fulfill our 

social responsibilities by implementing eco-friendly and 

global environmental management strategies. OCI will 

continuously adhere to the environmental principles and 

create a sustainable future.

2020 DJSI  

Korea Index

KCGS ESG  

Evaluation 2020

Response to  

climate change
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Response to Climate Change

GHG Master Plan We have established and administered the ‘GHG (greenhouse gas) Master Plan’ to preemptively respond to climate change. In order to adapt to the 

emissions trading scheme which has been in force since 2015, we have developed internal standards and made efforts to discover external projects 

for GHG reductions. In addition, we have sought additional methods for applying GHG reduction technologies to our production processes.

OCI TCFD

The FSB (Financial Stability Board) is an international financial organization. It has 

established the TCFD (Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosure) to disclose 

financial information related to climate change, and it also proposes recommendations 

related to the climate crisis. In order to actively engage in global trends in our response 

to climate change, we are striving to follow the recommendations of the TCFD.

Reduction Targets

Reduction Strategies

•  Achieving the government’s  

allocation target

•  Discovering offset credits in Korea

•  Devising internal standards for  

emissions trading

•  Achieving the government’s  

allocation target

•  Discovering offset credit at home  

and abroad

•  Exceeding the government’s  

allocation target

•  Reducing emissions by product

•  Establishing strategies to prepare for 

emissions trading systems

•  Discovering factors for GHG reductions

•  Implementing reduction targets by 

business site

•  Researching measures for applying 

reduction technology

•  Establishing GHG monitoring systems

•  Project to acquire emissions offsets

•  Discovering new technology  

application processes

•  Implementing reduction targets by site

•  Applying and developing new 

technologies

•  Devising standards for calculating  

GHG emissions

•  Discovering technologies and  

facilities that can reduce greenhouse 

gas emissions

•  Analyzing the GHG impact of  

new projects

•  Achieving additional reductions by 

participating in domestic and foreign 

external reduction projects

Emissions trading scheme  

First planning period 
Emissions trading scheme  

Second planning period 
Emissions trading scheme  

Third planning period

TCFD Guidelines

STEP

a)  Oversight of the Board of Directors on climate-related risks 

and opportunities

b)  Management and evaluation of climate-related risks and 

opportunities

a)  Identification of short-term, medium-term, and long-term 

climate risks and opportunities

b)  Impact of climate risks and opportunities on organizational 

management, strategy and financial planning

c)  Recovery elasticity of organizational strategies under 

climate-related scenarios

a)  Organizational processes to assess and identify  

climate-related risks

b)  Integration of organizational processes to manage  

climate-related risks

c)  Integration of risk management and climate-related  

risk management processes across the organization

a)  Disclosure of indicators used to assess and manage risks 

and opportunities related to climate change

b) Risk associated with greenhouse gas emissions (Scope 1, 2, 3)

c)  Climate-related risks, opportunities, and performance- 

to-goal indicators

Organizational governance 

of climate change risks and 

opportunities

Governance

Real and potential impacts 

of climate change risks and 

opportunities on organizational 

business, strategy and financial 

planning

Management strategy

Processes used by enterprises 

to identify, assess and manage 

climate change risks

Risk management

Indicators and reduction targets 

used to evaluate and manage 

risks and opportunities related to 

climate change

Indicators and  

Reduction Targets

ENVIRONMENT
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Response to Climate Change

Governance Business Strategies Risk Management Setting Indicators and Objectives

Strategies for Responding to Climate Change

To respond to climate change, we have established the 

GHG Master Plan and are conducting GHG reduction 

activities. In 2015, we were designated as an emissions 

trading company in Korea. Since then, we have carried 

out various activities to reduce GHG emissions, such 

as using by-product gas, reducing incinerator loads, 

and optimizing operating conditions. In addition, we are 

monitoring GHG emissions and energy consumption at 

each business site.

Major Risks and Opportunity Factors

The chemical and energy sectors to which we belong 

to are energy-intensive and there is huge pressure 

to reduce GHG emissions. In addition, regulations 

and abnormal weather conditions caused by climate 

change have brought about some changes in the 

physical environment and there is a possibility of 

technical risks caused by those changes. Such 

risk factors are expected to grow gradually. We 

have established our strategy for reducing GHG 

emissions, and have identified effective management 

performance and increased eco-friendly investment 

as opportunity factors.

The Role of Executives

We strive to respond to climate change by building an organization dedicated 

to SH&E (Safety, Health, and the Environment) management under the CEO and 

conducting SH&E meetings on a regular basis. Our climate change response 

activities are directly linked to GHG reductions, energy saving activities, and new 

energy projects. Major issues related to our climate change response are reported to 

the Executives and these Executives make decisions on the issues.

We categorize the risks related to climate change 

as one of our key risk areas and have established 

countermeasures to deal with these risks by analyzing 

their impact on management activities. In addition, 

with the establishment of our SH&E management 

system, we are able to monitor environmental 

indicators and environmental impacts on a regular 

basis. Our SH&E management organization has set 

and implemented detailed strategic tasks in order to 

identify and achieve GHG reduction objectives.

GHG Reduction Targets

We have established GHG reduction targets that 

apply to the entire company, such as reduced 

incinerator loads, the use of by-product gas, and 

reduced consumption of both fuel and raw materials 

through waste heat recovery, and developed detailed 

strategies for each reduction target as our way of 

carrying out GHG reduction activities.

Responses from OCI

SH&E Management Organizational Chart 

Risk Response Process 
CEO

HQ

Department in charge of safety, 

health, and the environment

Business Sites

Gunsan Gwangyang Iksan VIPPohang Iksan R&D Center

HQ

Department in charge of energy  

and GHGs

Category Unit 2018 2019 2020

Scope 1 tCO2-eq 2,661 3,410 1,297

Scope 2 tCO2-eq 435,679 439,506 78,373

GHG Reductions Performance    

Category Unit 2018 2019 2020*

Scope 1 tCO2-eq 709,560 636,911 584,137

Scope 2 tCO2-eq 1,552,553 1,479,380 639,400

*  Indirect GHG emissions have been reduced due to the suspension of 

operation of polysilicon P2 and 3 plants

GHG Emissions 

Category Unit 2018 2019 2020

Scope 1 tCO2-eq/KRW billion 288.0 244.6 291.6

Scope 2 tCO2-eq/KRW billion 498.9 567.8 319.2

GHG Intensity  

1

Monitoring 

environmental 

impacts

2

Selecting the 

risks that require 

management

3

Establishing 

response strategies 

and measures

4

Reflecting our 

environmental 

objectives

ENVIRONMENT
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Response to Climate Change

Management of Hazardous Chemicals 

Waste Management

SH&E Management

Global Environmental Management

Eco-Friendly Business Sites

Global Standard

•   Maintain environmental 

certifications  

(i.e., ISO 14001)

•    2025 GHG Master Plan

•   Save energy and 

reduce greenhouse 

gas emissions at each 

business site

Climate Change

•    Minimize soil, water and 

air pollutants

•   Reduce pollutants at each 

business site

Pollution Prevention

•    Conduct a waste 

reduction and resource 

recycling campaign

Waste Reduction

Key Tasks

Goals

Strategy

Environmental Management

Environmental Management Promotion System

SH&E Management

We had our SH&E management system certified by external organizations and have operated the system since. 

We comply with all laws, regulations, and other requirements, and are thereby striving to practice environmental 

management at a global level. We have improved the level of our SH&E management by evaluating factors 

impacting the environmental through environmental impact assessments, and are developing and upgrading 

measures for environmental impacts that need to be managed.

Establishment of the Chemical Management System

In response to tightened laws and regulations related to chemical management, we introduced and the CMS 

(Chemical Management System) in June 2019 and have been operating it since. The CMS integrates all the systems 

involved in the purchase and management of a total of 15,500 chemicals by computerizing the entire process for 

each chemical, from purchase to use and disposal. In the past, the department in charge of purchasing chemicals 

was separate from the one in charge of managing them, making integrated chemical management difficult. 

However, the adoption of the CMS has enabled us to purchase and manage chemicals simultaneously, improving 

both safety and efficiency. In the future, we will preemptively respond to laws and regulations related to chemicals 

through our CMS.

Management of Hazardous Chemicals

Warehousing

•  Pre-evaluate the safety of  

hazardous materials

•  Select appropriate spaces for storage

•  Train employees who handle 

hazardous materials

Storage

•  Inspect hazardous chemical storage 

facilities on a regular basis

•  Install leak detectors and safeguards

•  Form and train emergency response 

teams for fires, explosions, leaks, etc.

Shipment

•  Develop and operate a TMS 

(Transportation Management System)

•  Conduct daily inspections and driver 

training

•  Practice emergency drills through 

accident simulations (with logistics 

companies)

ENVIRONMENT

Principles Behind SH&E 

PRIORITY POSITIVE PARTNERSHIP

Prioritizing SH&E over all 

other activities, minimizing 

the discharge of pollutants by 

complying with laws, regulations, 

and other requirements, and 

preventing occupational injuries 

and health problems

Improving the SH&E management 

system continuously with a 

positive and voluntary attitude

Gaining the trust of society, 

maintaining an honest 

partnership with stakeholders 

through ongoing dialogue, 

and promoting SH&E activities 

through consultation with and the 

participation of all employees
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Environmental Management

Environmental Impact Management

ENVIRONMENT

BUSINESS CASE

Activities to Prevent Chemical Accidents

We operate a designated facility inspection team to monitor facilities that use 

hazardous chemicals. In addition, we have striven to prevent any chemical accident 

from occurring by inspecting facilities at all business sites on a regular basis and 

providing safety training programs to the personnel handling hazardous chemicals. 

All chemicals used at business sites are meticulously managed in accordance with 

legal standards for the use, storage, and disposal of chemicals.

Activities in Response to Regulations on Chemicals

Regulations on the management of chemicals have been tightened, as seen in the 

Act on the Registration, Evaluation, etc., of Chemicals, the Chemical Substances 

Control Act, and the Act on Safety Management of Household Chemical Products 

and Biocides. We proceed with the registration and approval of chemicals within the 

registration and approval period pursuant to the relevant laws and regulations as a 

proactive response to the regulations on chemicals, and have improved our facilities 

to meet the standards for handling chemicals pursuant to the Chemical Substances 

Control Act.

Control of Air Pollutant Emissions

We have measured and controlled emissions of NOx, SOx, and TSP at business 

sites with smokestack tele-monitoring systems. In addition, we have installed and 

operated new air pollution reduction facilities to reduce air pollutants and have 

replaced existing fuels at heating facilities and catalysts at the reduction facilities with 

eco-friendly products to reduce emissions of NOx, which is known to be a constituent 

of fine dust. We will strive to reduce emissions of air pollutants by improving reduction 

facilities and equipment operation methods.

Water Resource Management

We have striven to reduce water consumption and wastewater discharge as a way 

of practicing environmental management and have undertaken activities to increase 

wastewater reclamation. In 2020, we used a total of 8,556,021 tons of water and reused 

a total of 446,993 tons of water. Moreover, in order to minimize the impact of wastewater 

on the environment, we are treating wastewater in our own wastewater treatment 

facilities or through the entrustment of companies duly authorized to treat wastewater.

Promoting Fine Dust Reduction Projects

The government has tightened regulations on fine dust pursuant to the Special Act 

on the Reduction and Management of Fine Dust, enacted in February 2019, and 

the Special Act on the Improvement of Air Quality in Air Control Zones. We signed 

the ‘Voluntary Agreement on the Reduction of Fine Dust during Seasons with High 

Concentrations of Fine Dust’ with the Ministry of Environment in December 2019 

to promote ‘activities to handle fine dust on a seasonal basis.’ And we obtained a 

license as a ‘business operator under the total controlled volume of air pollutants’ in 

November 2020 and plan to gradually reduce air pollutants by December 2024.

CB Environmental Facilities at the Gwangyang Plant

Waste Management

We have separated the waste generated during business activities into ordinary 

waste and designated waste, managed each type according to the Waste Control Act 

and entrusted waste disposal to companies duly authorized to dispose of it. Each of 

our business units has conducted various activities to reduce waste and to facilitate 

waste-to-energy transformation.

Category Unit 2018 2019 2020

Total water consumption Ton 13,118,402 12,084,985 8,556,021

Water Consumption 

Category Unit 2018 2019 2020

Total water reuse Ton 601,435 640,604 446,993

Water Reuse 

Category Unit 2018 2019 2020

Total waste generated Ton 40,159 42,098 26,042

Waste Generation 

Category Unit 2018 2019 2020

Percentage of waste recycled % 59.1 47.7 51.6

* Including data from Gunsan, Pohang, Gwangyang, and Iksan

Percentage of Waste Recycled* 
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Social

Mutual cooperation  

with suppliers

2020 Purchase status

KCGS ESG  

Evaluation 2020

COVID-19 supports

Delivery of hopes

861

150 households 
in Pohang

Sharing 
for the 

89% 
domestic 

11% 
overseassuppliers

Sharing Society, Together OCI
OCI strives internally and externally to innovate 

organizational culture, practice talent management, 

and strive mutual growth and win-win cooperation with 

suppliers. In 2020, we shared our hopes throughout the 

community as the society is going through a hard time 

due to COVID-19 pandemic. OCI will continue to fulfill 

our corporate social responsibility and work towards 

creating a brighter future of local communities.

27 – 28

Talent Management

29

Supply Chain Management  

30

Value Creation for  

Local Communities

A+Social  
Rating 

( ESG Integrated 
Rating: A)
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SOCIAL

Developing Employee Competencies

We have provided various learning opportunities* for our employees in order to foster 

talent with international competitiveness.

* Types of courses: Accounting, business strategies, marketing, sales, production management, etc.

Nurturing New Employees

Our non-contact introductory courses for new employees helped them learn 

the essentials about our company, and our OJT (On-the-Job Training) and work 

improvement projects assisted them in improving their job competencies. One year 

after being assigned to a position, new employees participate in a workshop which 

supports their successful adaptation and encourages them to develop themselves. In 

2020, we held a real-time workshop via video conferencing due to COVID-19.

Developing Job-Specific Competencies

We help our employees enhance their job-specific competencies through training 

courses tailored to the competencies for each position. Under the flexible work 

schedules due to COVID-19, we have carried out non-contact on-the-job training for 

employees at the HQ and business sites by using videoconferencing tools.

Fair Performance Evaluation and Compensation

We evaluate employee performance fairly and provide reasonable compensation 

according to job contributions, thereby promoting performance. We carry out organized 

objective management by setting objectives at the beginning of each year, and 

conducting mid-year audits and year-end evaluations, and manage the performance 

of each employee by providing detailed guidelines for each performance area at the 

objective-setting stage. If an employee wants to dispute his/her evaluation results, he/

she can apply for a re-evaluation by filing a complaint regarding the results.

Cultivating Global Talent

We provide learning support programs, such as foreign language courses and courses 

for employees dispatched overseas, to cultivate global talents. In particular, as face-to-

face courses became unavailable due to COVID-19, we replaced all foreign language 

courses with online video telephone English courses and created an environment where 

all employees can attend classes via our Mobile-Learning Program. For employees 

dispatched overseas, we support them in adapting to local conditions through intensive 

online video telephone English courses, cross-cultural diagnosis and learning programs.

Category Unit No. of Employees

Total number of new employees

Persons

41

By employment type
Regular 24

Non-regular 17

By age

Less than 30 9

Between 30 and 50 25

More than 50 7

By gender
Male 29

Female 12

New Employees in 2020 

Category Unit 2018 2019 2020

Average training time per employee Hours 18 19 14

Status of Employee Training 

Hiring and Nurturing Professional Talent

Hiring Talent

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, we adopted non-contact methods 

throughout the entire hiring process, including non-contact counseling for applicants, 

in 2020. In addition to doing job interviews by video, we also conducted job-oriented 

screening for applicants, such as presentations and essays, online to secure the 

applicants’ safety while striving to hire qualified personnel. Moreover, we have 

expanded the application of AI interviews and improved our personality test for 

hiring new employees suited to our company, thereby giving more opportunities 

to applicants and achieving fairness in employment. We have also made efforts to 

guarantee job security for socially vulnerable persons by hiring patriots and veterans 

and conducting public recruitment of specialized vocational high school students.

Talent Development Systems for Each Position 

Junior Leader Essential Course I & II

FUNDAMENTAL

COURSE

GLOBAL

COURSE

FUNCTIONAL

COURSE

Overseas Assignment Program

Video Foreign-Language Courses (English, Chinese)

Mobile-Learning Program

Accounting Job Training

OCI MBA

Engineer Job Training

Job Training (External & Mobile Courses)

Workshop for First Years & OJT Senior Associate Advanced Course Manager Advanced Course

Manager Essential Course

Team Manager Workshop

New Team Manager Orientation Course

Executive Workshop

New Executive Orientation Course

Onboarding Program for New Professionals

Associate·Associate Researcher Senior Associate·Researcher Manager·Senior Researcher Team Manager·Principal Researcher Executive

Executive Program (Domestic/Overseas)

Talent 
Management
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SOCIAL

Adopting Flexible Work Schedules

We have adopted various flexible work schedules, such as selective working hours, 

discretionary working hours, flexible working hours, and flex-time working hours, 

to help employees achieve work-family balance and improve work productivity. In 

particular, we adopted telecommuting and distributed work in 2020 in response to 

COVID-19, thereby helping to prevent the spread of COVID-19 and protecting the 

health of employees and their families.

Operating a Retirement Pension Plan

We have implemented a retirement pension plan to alleviate financial burdens on 

employees. As of December 31, 2020, the value of the DB (Defined Benefit) liabilities 

was KRW 158.7 billion, while expenditures for the DC (Defined Contribution) plan 

totaled KRW 2.0 billion on a consolidated basis.

Reinforcing Win-Win Labor-Management Cooperation

We have been holding labor-management councils on a regular basis to reinforce 

a sound labor-management relationship. During the councils, we share business 

conditions and performance and consult with each other on major agenda items 

such as employee benefits and improvements to working conditions. According 

to labor-management council rules, any important management-related changes 

are promptly communicated to employees. We have also been holding labor-

management workshops on a regular basis to encourage harmony between labor 

and management and build mutual understanding and trust.

Operating an Employee Assistance Program

We have adopted and are operating our Employee Assistance Program in 

collaboration with external expert organizations in order to help employees redress 

their various grievances, thereby promoting a healthy work life. Under the Program, 

employees can access psychological counseling free of charge for various issues, 

such as depression, workplace harassment, 

alcohol and tobacco addiction, and family 

troubles, from experts in each field, and the 

content of the counseling is kept strictly 

confidential. The Program helps employees 

live happy lives by alleviating stress and 

grievances at work or in daily life.

Category Details

Housing and  

livelihood stabilization

• Providing dormitories

•  Supporting housing loans and emergency cash loans

•  Providing homecoming subsidies and operating commuter buses

•  Providing educational expenses

•  Operating workplace daycare centers

•  Joining retirement pension plans

Medical and  

health promotion 

•  Joining group insurance plans

•  Offering medical check-up and employee assistance programs

Work-family  

balance and  

self-development

•  Operating summer resorts and providing vacation expenses

•  Providing subsidies for self-development

•  Supporting in-house clubs

•  Adopting flexible work schedules

Compensation

•  Rewarding long-term employees

•  Rewarding excellent and exemplary employees

•  Operating selective welfare systems

Employee Benefits 

Category Unit 2018 2019 2020

Total no. of employees Persons 2,251 2,234 1,551

Female  

employees

No. of female employees Persons 120 123 97

Ratio of female employees 

to total employees
% 5.3 5.5 6.2

By age

Under 30 % 6.7 6.5 6.4

Between 30 and 50 % 74.0 71.7 70.6

Over 50 % 19.3 21.8 23

Socially vulnerable 

persons

Disabled persons % 1.1 1.3 1.1

Patriots and veterans % 3.2 3.2 3.4

Employee Diversity 

Respecting Employee Diversity

We respect the diversity of our employees and do not discriminate on the grounds 

of age, gender, race, country of origin, etc., when it comes to work processes such 

as employment, job performance, and promotion. In addition, we have hired socially 

vulnerable persons, such as the disabled, patriots, and veterans, every year.

Innovation in Organizational Culture

Enhancing Human Resources Management

We have taken strides to ensure that our employees can unleash their full potential 

and receive fair compensation based on their performance by developing various 

policies encompassing human resources management and labor-management 

cooperation. In addition, we hope to increase employee satisfaction by creating a 

pleasant working environment that promotes health and wellbeing and by leading 

innovation for a fairer and more equal organizational culture.

Enhancing Organizational Communication

We have developed and executed plans to improve our organizational culture in 

various fields. In 2020, we held a Townhall Meeting, an non-contact communication 

channel between the CEO and employees, to give employees an opportunity to 

share their ideas about where the company should be headed with the CEO. In 

addition, we held coaching sessions for the leaders of certain organizations as part 

of our organizational revitalization to facilitate communication between employees, 

coordinate their work, and help establish operational rules.

Creating a Good Working Environment

Due to the government’s 40-hour work week policy and COVID-19, we have 

implemented telecommuting and distributed work for disease control and safety, 

and have provided telecommuting guidelines to help employees working from 

home improve their work efficiency. In addition, we have carried out our first and 

second campaigns for mutual respect to foster an atmosphere where employees 

work together while respecting each other. We have also made efforts to enhance 

employee health and wellbeing with our various employee benefits. CEO Town Hall Meeting

Talent 
Management
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Mutual Cooperation with Suppliers

Supply Chain Risk Management

Supply Chain Management
SOCIAL

Win-Win Management with Suppliers

We have pursued our SCM (Supply Chain Management) strategy 

based on the three principles of SCM—visibility, speed, and 

flexibility—to help suppliers strengthen their competitiveness. We 

have engaged in fair trade with suppliers through fair and transparent 

processes and practiced win-win management with suppliers by 

pushing ahead with competency enhancement and mutual growth. 

As of 2020, we were doing business with 861 suppliers and the total 

amount of purchases from the suppliers was KRW 752.4 billion.

Enhancing Supply Chain Risk Management

We intend to establish a fair and transparent process for managing 

suppliers in order to prevent risks that may arise during transactions 

with suppliers. We have conducted comprehensive analyses, regular 

evaluations, and on-site due diligence of existing and new suppliers. 

In addition, we identify and monitor their problems and improvements 

through our supplier evaluations. Based on this approach, we have 

prevented any risk that may occur in the supply chain and conducted 

management activities customized for each supplier.

Supply Chain Risk Assessment

We have assessed and identified supply chain risks from a variety of 

different perspectives while taking into consideration various factors, 

such as impact on raw and subsidiary materials, performance, quality 

control, and costs, during on-site due diligence and assessment. After 

the risk assessments, we identified and analyzed the suppliers with 

high potential for risk and then conducted on-site due diligence of 

their overall management activities.

Supply Chain Risk Prevention Activities

We have monitored and managed various factors that can affect 

the financial conditions of suppliers, such as supplier defaults, 

administrative litigation, and change in credit rating, with the help of our 

mailing service about supplier credit ratings. With the mailing service, 

we have minimized potential risks by identifying risk factors behind 

suppliers’ management activities.

Supply Chain Communication

Our e-procurement system serves as a communication channel where 

our company, our suppliers, and our subcontractors can all communicate 

with each other. This allows us to collect opinions from our suppliers 

smoothly. We also do our best to pay attention to on-site issues and deal 

with potential problems.

Category Item

Management
•  Financial stability

• Product profitability

• Growth potential

Technology
•  R&D investment

• Cost savings

• Employee training

Quality

•  Self-directed quality review

• Establishment of assessment standards

• Material and process assessment

Environment & Safety

•  Environment & safety organization

• Safety inspections & training

• Hazardous material control

Human Resources

• Employment stability

• Expertise and capacity building

• Compliance with employment laws

Society
• Disclosure of major changes in management

• Social contributions                  • Awards and recognitions

Key Indicators for On-Site Inspections

Reinforcing Fair Trade with Suppliers

We have made effort to help our employees build fair business 

relationships with our suppliers and recognize the importance of 

mutual cooperation with suppliers. We have reinforced order in fair 

trade by complying with the four action agendas announced by the 

Fair Trade Commission and prevented unfair practices by supervising 

transactions with subcontractors and obeying fair trade policies. In 

addition, we have also reinforced order in fair trade by providing 

regular training in 1) key provisions of the Fair Transactions in 

Subcontracting Act; 2) fairness in doing business with subcontractors; 

and 3) punishment when violating relevant laws and regulations.

Strengthening Partnerships with Suppliers

We have built partnerships with our suppliers by operating and 

reinforcing communication channels. We host annual workshops 

on mutual growth with suppliers to share policies on mutual growth 

and seek ways to help suppliers grow. However, we were unable to 

hold the regular workshop in 2020 due to COVID-19. In addition, our 

e-procurement system has an unfair transaction reporting center that 

collects and handles supplier grievances, and our company regulations 

strictly prohibit employees from receiving money or gifts from suppliers 

and clearly stipulate that violators shall face severe penalties.

Regular Evaluations and On-Site Due Diligence

We have carried out regular on-site due diligence of suppliers. Prior to 

on-site due diligence, suppliers needed to perform their own evaluations 

for indicators on overall management activities such as management, 

technology, quality, the environment, safety, and society, and we 

conducted targeted on-site due diligence based on the evaluation results.

Conducting Improvement Activities

Based on due diligence, we have identified risks that have a high potential 

of occurring, categorized the risk factors as improvement targets, and 

requested that suppliers establish and implement plans to take corrective 

actions against them. We then take follow-up actions to ensure the safety 

of employees. For example, when improvement targets are related to 

the safety of employees, we strongly demand that suppliers achieve 

such targets. In addition, we provide consulting services regarding the 

improvement targets of each supplier and then request that the supplier 

submit reports on their progress in achieving the targets. If we consider a 

supplier’s progress in fulfilling its social responsibilities to be insufficient, 

we present recommendations to the supplier or express our opinion on 

taking additional measures, and in doing so we have expanded our risk 

management measures for suppliers.

Enhancing the Health and Safety Environments of Suppliers

We have provided safety training to suppliers to reduce industrial 

accident rates. In addition, we have observed the OCI Safety Golden 

Rule that all employees at our business sites have had to abide by since 

2019 in order to create a safe and pleasant working environment and 

to prevent industrial accidents. We will strive to be an accident-free 

company in the future in various ways, such as by establishing a safe 

working environment.

Area Details

Technological 

cooperation

Support for HRD development and 

exchanges

•  Provided a mobile training platform for job competency and 

language proficiency improvement and supported job fairs

Financial support Activities to reduce the pay gap •  Supported commuting expenses for employees of suppliers

Management  

support

Support for domestic sales 

•  Participated in procurement consulting meetings

•  Generated sales revenue for SMEs through new transactions  

with OCI’s own projects

Operation of a transparent  

settlement system
•  Operated a mutual growth settlement system

Support for welfare benefits • Provided gifts for various occasions (foundation day, May day)

National disaster 

support

Support for overcoming 

COVID-19

• Supported suppliers with quarantine suppliers

• Donated to local communities to help overcome COVID-19

2020 Mutual Growth Programs Promoting Mutual Growth 

We have operated and managed various 

programs for mutual growth such as 

technical cooperation, financial support, 

and management support, and have laid 

the groundwork for mutual growth with 

suppliers. We will strive to facilitate mutual 

cooperation with suppliers by continuously 

discovering and implementing mutual 

growth programs.

Purchases from Suppliers in 2020

861suppliers

Domestic 89% / Overseas 11%

Suppliers in 2020

KRW 752.4billion  

Domestic 59% / Overseas 41%

Total Purchases in 2020

SCM Strategic Direction

VISIBILITY SPEED FLEXIBILITY

Improve supply  

chain visibility

Maximize  

decision-making and  

execution speed

Reinforce 

responsiveness  

to market changes

Integrated Supply Chain Management Process

STEP 1

Strengthen Supplier Visibility

• Efficient decision-making
• Faster implementation

STEP 2

Integrate Management of 
Suppliers

•  Process integration and standardization  
(e.g. selection, evaluation, management, etc.)

• Consistent monitoring and management

STEP 3

Strengthen Supplier 
Response Systems

•  Information-sharing on the changing 
market environment

•  Support for the establishment of risk 
response systems
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Sharing Gimjang Kimchi of Love

Ceremony for the Delivery of 

Huimangdeurim Goods to Help Overcome 

COVID-19

Ceremony for the Delivery of 

Encouragement Gift (OCI USA) 
Strategic Social Contributions

Support Activities for the Fight Against COVID-19

Local Community Contribution Activities

Value Creation for Local Communities
SOCIAL

Based on our company-wide management strategy for sustainable development, we operate 

various social contribution programs to improve the quality of life of local residents and put our 

value of sharing into practice.

OCI Dream’s ‘Dream Ensemble’ 

We founded Dream Ensemble, a professional classical music troupe, to realize the social 

and artistic value of disabled persons with musical talent. Dream Ensemble is composed 

of violin, cello, and piano players and plays music as a troupe under OCI Dream, a 

subsidiary company of OCI and a standardized workplace for the disabled. Since its 

founding in 2019, members of the Ensemble have aimed to create positive awareness of 

the disabled among the public, and to build a society where disabled and non-disabled 

people can live together.

Support Activities for Employees Residing Overseas

To our overseas employees who are experiencing challenges due to the COVID-19 pandemic, OCI has 

delivered red ginseng gift sets and a letter from our CEO. This event was prepared for expatriate employees 

in our subsidiaries in China, Malaysia, the US, Vietnam, and Japan, who have been facing difficulties due to 

restrictions on returning home or a deterioration in the quality of life in their localities. 

Delivering Huimangdeurim Goods

Our Pohang plant delivered huimangdeurim (literally, ‘hopes and dreams’ or ‘providing hope’) boxes filled 

with face masks and hand sanitizer to local residents suffering from the prolonged COVID-19 pandemic. 

For this support activity, employees of the Pohang plant made voluntary donations, entitled 1004 Donations 

(1004 is a homonym for ‘angel’ in Korean). Using these donations, the Korean Red Cross filled the boxes with 

daily necessities worth about KRW 50 thousand. Then, the Pohang plant selected 150 nearby households 

in Pohang and then delivered the boxes to those households.

Sharing Gimjang Kimchi of Love

At the end of the year, our Gwangyang plant delivered 1,700kg of kimchi that worth about KRW 10 million 

to neighbors suffering due to COVID-19 through the Welfare Foundation for Sharing Love of Gwangyang 

City. The gimjang kimchi was delivered to elderly persons living alone in Taein-dong, Gwangyang-si (city), 

150 underprivileged households, and 18 local children’s centers in Gwangyang-si. This sharing event was 

organized to provide healthy food and help get people through the winter.

Ceremony for Donations to a Childcare Foundation

In July 2020, we donated KRW 15 million collected from employees at the Gwangyang plant to the Childcare 

Foundation of Gwangyang-si through the 1004 Fund of Love (or Angel Fund of Love). As a member of the 

local community, our Gwangyang plant participated in this donation event to help Gwangyang-si achieve its 

vision of ‘Happy City Good for Raising Children.’

Donating Walkers to the Elderly

In October 2020, our Gwangyang plant held a ceremony to donate 47 walkers that worth about KRW 7 million 

to elderly persons in Taein-dong, Gwangyang-si. The walkers were delivered to residents of Taein-dong aged 

65 and older with limited mobility and aged 90 or older. As our way of giving back to the local community,  

we will strive to support underprivileged persons by engaging in various social contribution activities.

Sharing Yeontan of Love

The 1004 Volunteers (or Angel Volunteers) at our Gunsan plant held a ceremony in November 2020 to 

mark the delivery of 4,000 yeontan which are Korean coal briquettes that were donated to underprivileged 

persons living in the nearby sister neighborhood. These coal briquettes were bought with money collected 

from employee salaries and were delivered to elderly persons living alone and underprivileged persons 

living in the sister neighborhood.

Shared burdens grow smaller,  
shared love grows bigger

Section

Principle

Theme

Vision

Solar

Opportunities to learn the 

principles of renewable energy 

generation by utilizing business 

capabilities for solar PV 

Increased access to cultural 

experiences for local 

communities lacking such 

opportunities

Culture

Promotion of sharing through 

volunteer activities of OCI 

employees and families

OCI Family

Financial and non-financial 

support for mutual growth with 

areas near business sites

Community

Sincerity Fairness Continuity Employee Engagement

Join the effort to build a society of sharing

Dream Ensemble

Sharing Yeontan of Love for Our Sister 

Neighborhood

Donating Walkers to the Elderly

Ceremony for Donations to the Childcare 

Foundation of Gwangyang-si
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Integrated Risk Management   

36

Ethical Management  

37

Human Rights Management

OCI with transparent, ethical,  

and human rights management
OCI has operated a variety of committees in order 

to increase its transparency of governance and 

appropriately respond to risks through an integrated 

risk management system. Based on a culture of 

transparency, ethics, and respect for human rights, 

we will increase the future value of OCI and make 

right decisions through effective communication and 

cooperation with the stakeholders.

Integrated Risk 

Management 

System

2020 Ethics Audit 5

Each team twice a year
Division in charge once a year

Monitoring

Periodic Audits Times

KCGS ESG  

Evaluation 2020 AGovernance  
Rating

( ESG Integrated 
Rating: A)
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Fostering the Independence of the Board of Directors

The qualifications of the independent directors are transparently disclosed to the public 

in compliance with relevant laws, including the Commercial Act, to guarantee their 

independence. To ensure the independence of directors, any member with a possible 

conflict of interest in a given agenda is not permitted to exercise his or her voting rights. 

In addition, directors are not allowed to enter into any transactions with the company they 

are engaged in or to serve as a director in another company in the same industry without 

prior approval from the Board. With the exception of the Management Committee, the 

independent directors shall form the majority for all committees under the Board. As of the 

end of March 2021, all five members of the Audit Committee were independent directors, 

thus ensuring the independence of the Board’s decision-making.

Composition of the Board of Directors

As of December 31, 2020, the Board of Directors had nine directors in total, comprising 

three executive directors, one other non-standing director, and five independent directors. 

However, the term of office of Sang Yeol Kim, the other non-standing director, expired on 

March 24, 2021. As a result, the Board of Directors had eight directors as of March 2021. 

In order to reinforce the checks and balances of the Board of Directors, nominations of 

potential directors are done by the Independent Director Nomination Committee and 

nominated candidates are appointed as directors at the General Meeting of Shareholders. 

Director appointments are based on diversity, without discrimination against gender, age, 

race, ethnicity, country of origin, or nationality. As of March 2021, the Board of Directors had 

two female directors.

Appointment to the Board of Directors

To raise the Board’s level of expertise, the Independent Director Nomination Committee 

takes into consideration candidates’ careers and specialization in chemistry, law, 

accounting, and finance, conflict of interests, and concurrent positions. Then the 

Committee makes a final determination as to whether or not to disqualify each candidate. 

In addition, in order to ensure that the Board is not biased towards a certain background 

or occupation and to improve its level of expertise, the members of the Board are experts 

with diverse academic backgrounds and industrial experience.

Governance
GOVERNANCE

Composition of and Appointment to the Board of Directors

Directors

Disqualifications for Independent Directors

1.  Directors, executive directors and employees who are engaged in the regular business of 

a relevant company, or directors, auditors, executive directors and employees who have 

engaged in the regular business of a relevant company within the previous two years;

2.  the principal shareholder, his/her spouse, lineal ascendants, and lineal descendants, in 

cases where the largest shareholder is a natural person;

3.  directors, auditors, executive directors and employees of the corporation, in cases where 

the largest shareholder is a corporation;

4.  the spouses, lineal ascendants, and lineal descendants of directors, auditors and executive 

directors;

5.  the directors, auditors, executive directors and employees of a parent company or a 

subsidiary company of a relevant company;

6.  directors, auditors, executive directors and employees of a corporation which has a 

significant interest in a relevant company, such as business relations with the company;

7.  directors, auditors, executive directors and employees of another company for which 

directors, executive directors and employees of a relevant company serve as directors and 

executive directors.

Position Name Gender Tenure Major work experience
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Woo Sug  

Baik
Male

2021.03.24  ~ 

2024.03.23

•  (Current) Vice chairman, Korea Listed Companies Association

•  (Current) Executive vice-chairman, Korea Enterprises Federation

Woo Hyun  

Lee
Male

2021.03.24  ~ 

2024.03.23

•  (Current) Non-standing vice chairman, Seoul Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry

•   (Current) Non-standing vice chairman,  

Korea International Trade Association

Teak Joung  

Kim
Male

2019.03.26 ~ 

2022.03.25

•  (Current) Director, OCIM Sdn. Bhd. 

•  (Current) Auditor, Korea Chlor Alkali Industry Association

•  (Current) Director, Korea Specialty Chemical Industry Association
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Ki Pung  

Yoo
Male

2020.03.25 ~ 

2023.03.24

•  (Current) Chair professor, Korea University

•  (Current) Director of education, KEPCOTech Educational Foundation

Boo Whan  

Han
Male

2021.03.24  ~ 

2024.03.23

•  (Current) Lawyer, Gangnam LLC.

•  independent director/member of Audit Committee, Yesco Holdings Co., Ltd.

•  43rd Vice Minister of Justice, prosecutor

Kyung Hwan  

Chang
Male

2021.03.24  ~ 

2024.03.23

•  Vice president/strategy managing director/CFO, KOREAN AIR.

•  Representative director, KPMG Consulting Korea

•  Audit partner, KPMG US

Mi Chung  

Ahn
Female

2019.03.26 ~ 

2022.03.25

•  (Current) Managing partner, ERUUM & LEEON INTELLECTUAL 

PROPERTY LAW FIRM

•  (Current) Independent director/member of Audit Committee, 

Medipost Co., Ltd.

Jina  

Kang
Female

2019.03.26 ~ 

2022.03.25

•  (Current) Professor, Seoul National University

•  (Current) Independent director/member of Audit Committee, 

Hyundai Mobis Co., Ltd.

Independent Director Appointment Procedure

STEP 1 Independence review / Review qualifications for independence

STEP 3 Nomination by the Independent Director Recommendation Committee

STEP 2 Formation of a pool of independent director candidates / Consider expertise, diversity factors, etc

STEP 4 Appointment at the Annual General Meeting

 (As of March 2021)
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Operation of the Board of Directors

The Board of Directors is responsible for making decisions concerning the laws and 

Articles of Incorporation, items delegated by the General Meeting of Shareholders, 

corporate management directions, and key management agendas, and oversees 

the performance of duties by directors. The Board has five committees to ensure 

independence and efficiency in decision-making—the Independent Director Nomination 

Committee, Audit Committee, Management Committee, Compensation Committee, and 

Related Party Transactions Committee.

Operation of the Board of Directors

Evaluation of the Board and Its Committees

We evaluate the activities of our independent directors through a fair evaluation process 

and comprehensive consideration of their attendance rate at Board and committee 

meetings, independence, and expertise. We evaluate the activities of the executives 

based on their performance in business development, expertise in organizational 

management and technological innovation, and attendance rate at the Board meetings. 

We evaluate the performance of the Board based on the increase in shareholder value, 

faithful performance of duties, and transparency in work procedures, and the roles of 

directors based on their achievements in social responsibility, such as improvements in 

the SH&E management system, health and safety at business sites, mutual growth with 

suppliers, and performance of social contribution activities.

Remuneration for the Board of Directors 

The remuneration cap for directors is determined after approval by the General Meeting 

of Shareholders to improve transparency in remuneration and meet the requirements for 

the legitimacy of remuneration. The remuneration of the directors shall be determined 

within the cap approved by the General Meeting of Shareholders and is composed of 

a base salary, a bonus, and incentives based on responsibilities, job title, and business 

performances. As for the independent directors, factors including their attendance 

rate and the number of committees they serve on as members are also considered in 

determining remuneration. The remuneration cap for 2020, as approved by the General 

Meeting of Shareholders, was set at KRW 6.5 billion, and the remuneration paid to the 

directors totaled KRW 4.16 billion.

Committees Under the Board

We have operated various committees under the Board to enhance transparency in our 

governance. Independent directors must form the majority of all committees to ensure 

their independence and fairness. The Independent Director Nomination Committee 

recommends all director candidates, including independent director candidates, to the 

General Meeting of Shareholders. The Audit Committee performs audits on accounting 

and task performances, and checks whether corrective actions recommended in 

audits are completed. The Management Committee handles tasks related to capital 

expenditures entrusted to it by the Board. The Compensation Committee reviews and 

approves the rightful amount of compensation for the directors and executives through 

a fair performance evaluation system. Finally, the Related Party Transactions Committee 

approves large-scale internal trading of goods and services in accordance with the 

Monopoly Regulation and Fair Trade Act.

GOVERNANCE

2018

27 Cases

27 Cases

24 Cases

24  Cases

2019

18 Cases

18 Cases

2020

Presented

Passed

Agendas Presented/Passed 

2018

100%

97%

91%

100%

2019

98%

98%

2020

Attendance Rate of 
Executive Directors*

Attendance Rate of 
Independent Directors

Board Attendance Rate 

* Including the Other Non-Standing Director

* Committee Chair* Including the Other Non-Standing Director

Committee Executive Directors Independent Directors

Independent Director 

Recommendation Committee
Woo Hyun Lee

Ki Pung Yoo*, Boo Whan Han,  

Kyung Hwan Chang, Mi Chung Ahn, Jina Kang

Audit Committee
Kyung Hwan Chang*, Ki Pung Yoo, Boo Whan 

Han, Mi Chung Ahn, Jina Kang

Management  

Committee

Woo Sug Baik*, 

Woo Hyun Lee,  

Teak Joung Kim

Compensation  

Committee
Woo Sug Baik*

Ki Pung Yoo, Boo Whan Han, Kyung Hwan 

Chang, Mi Chung Ahn, Jina Kang

Related Party Transactions 

Committee

Boo Whan Han*, Ki Pung Yoo, Kyung Hwan 

Chang, Mi Chung Ahn, Jina Kang

Committees of the Board of Directors
As of March, 2021

Meetings of the 

Board of Directors 

in Detail 

(Unit: No. of times) 2018

1 1 13
2020

12
2019

Governance

2018

1,547

1,051

55

1,231

914

57

2019

1,267

965

60

2020

Independent Directors

Average Remuneration per Director 

Representative Director

Registered Directors* (excluding Independent Directors)

(Unit: KRW million)
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Integrated Risk Management
GOVERNANCE

Information Security Risk Management

We have operated and managed a security system to prevent the leakage of confidential information in accordance with our 

information security management policy. In 2020, an external third party conducted a security vulnerability check and we took action 

against the vulnerabilities that were identified. By doing so, we reinforced our information security risk management. In addition, 

we provide training on information protection to our employees once a year to ensure their compliance with information protection 

policies, and our new employees are required to receive the training within a certain period after joining the company. We will strive 

to minimize the possibility of security incidents through information protection and security compliance checks.

Tax Risk Management

We established our Tax Team in December 2020 to minimize tax-related risks that may occur during management activities and to 

enhance compliance with tax obligations. We have also reinforced our compliance with tax laws by separating monthly and yearly tax-

related tasks in order to manage tax payments transparently.

Disclosure-Related Risk Management

In order to ensure that all information related to disclosure is disclosed accurately and transparently, we developed the Corporate 

Policies on Public Information Disclosure and Insider Trading. We have also taken steps to monitor any risk related to disclosure that 

may have a negative impact on the accuracy, integrity, fairness, or timeliness of the publicly disclosed information in a timely manner, 

and then to manage the risk continuously. To prevent unfair transactions by insiders, we check whether our employees use undisclosed 

material information. If employee intend to sell, buy or perform any transaction with certain securities, they are required to notify the 

Disclosure Officer in advance and then file a report on the transaction within two business days from the date when it takes place.

Organization for Risk Management

General Management Business/Sales Production/R&D

Reporting

Review Approval

Deliberation & Approval

CEO

•  Provide guidelines on risk 

assessment and necessary actions

•  Identify/assess risks

•  Approve countermeasures, and 

ensure the implementation of those 

measures

•  Conduct internal/management 

review 

•  Review actions taken, provide 

feedback

•  Conduct inspections, request 

improvements, and report on results

•  Identify/analyze internal/external 

issues, stakeholder demands, risks 

•  Designate risk report writer/

reviewer, approve the report

•  Report on corrective actions and 

measures taken

Plant (site)
CEO (all)

Head of division in charge  
of risk assessment

Employee in charge

System to Promote Integrated Risk Management

Integrated Risk Management System

We intend to respond to the various risks that arise from uncertainties in corporate management activities. In particular, we have 

established and are operating an integrated risk management system to preemptively identify and deal with risks that may have 

an impact on achieving our management objectives at the corporate level. We have established our risk management policy and 

its detailed guidelines, developed methods to review how each organization manages risks, and incorporated the Regulations 

Governing Risk Management into our company regulations. Under the Regulations, every department should establish its own risk 

management plan at the beginning of each year under the supervision of the Corporate Planning Team. Regarding risk management, 

each team monitors risks twice a year and each department in charge once a year and the details are submitted in the form of a 

report. In the event of a serious problem that may affect management, the department in charge reports it to the executives and the 

related department is instructed to develop countermeasures rapidly. We have striven to minimize the impact of all risks through 

continuous monitoring.

Risk Management Process 

STEP 1

Identify risks Analyze and identify  

key risks

Develop management  

plans for each risk

Monitor and respond

STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4
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Integrated 
Risk 
Management

GOVERNANCE

Reinforcement of Key Risk 

Management

We have not only identified financial and 

non-financial risks that may arise during our 

management activities, but also continuously 

monitored each of the key risks in accordance 

with its characteristics. Based on this, we 

have analyzed each of the risks in detail and 

developed a process to handle it in order to 

identify and minimize the potential impact of 

the risk. In addition, we identified the risks 

related to climate change and information 

security as potential risks, and then analyzed 

the impacts of the risks and established 

countermeasures against the risks.

Type Cause Impact Measures

Financial 

Risk

Foreign  

Exchange Risk

Due to a high overseas sales revenue ratio of 66% and payments in foreign 

currencies, gains/losses may occur due to currency fluctuations.

•  Asset value variance due to fluctuating foreign exchange rate

•  Poor export profitability and price competitiveness

Conduct periodic monitoring and currency forward contracts to 

minimize profit fluctuation due to the exchange rate

Credit  

Risk

As of the end of 2020, the credit rating was A (KIS Rating, NICE Rating, Korea 

Rating), which had decreased compared to the previous year, resulting in 

uncertainty in securing additional financing.

•  Downgrade in credit ratings

•  Difficulty securing corporate loans due to tightened bank loan screening

Prevent potential loss from non-compliance with contract 

obligations based on financial status and credit ratings by using 

bank deposits, etc.

Liquidity  

Risk

As of the end of 2020, liquidity borrowings total approx. KRW 416.2 billion and 

the liquidity ratio is approx. 237%. An effort to maintain sound liquidity is required.

•   Disruption in funding

•  Loss due to the emergency sale of assets at a lower value

Maintain the appropriate liquidity ratio through short/mid/long-

term fund planning and strengthen monitoring

Interest Rate  

Risk

Borrowings (approx. KRW 443 billion) at floating interest rates as of  

the end of 2020 are exposed to risks of interest rate fluctuations.

•   High interest due to an unfavorable fluctuation of interest rates

•  Reduced profit and investment, and illiquidity

Balance loans with an appropriate mix of floating and fixed rates 

Manage interest rates through swap contracts

Price  

Risk

Volatility in the price of raw materials has a direct impact  

on sales revenue and profit.

•  Financial burden of increased raw material prices and unit costs

•  Unstable supply and demand of raw materials

Minimize risk by identifying and responding to product price 

trends, controlling raw material price fluctuations as well as 

purchase volume and diversifying imports

Capital  

Risk

As the capital finance ratio is 51% as of the end of 2020, net borrowings divided 

by total shareholders’ equity, it is necessary to continuously reduce capital costs 

and optimize capital structure.

•  Liquidity risk
Manage optimal capital structure based on capital finance ratio 

(net debt divided by total capital)

Non-

Financial 

Risk

Compliance  

Risk

Regulatory violations may put the company’s reputation at risk and have a 

negative impact on its financial structure and sales activities.

•  Administrative sanctions and liability for damage resulting from  

regulatory violations

•  Cost of legal disputes

Prevent risks preemptively through stronger legal and 

compliance control; manage legal disputes by 

analyzing laws and precedents

Environmental  

Safety Risk

Safety/environmental accidents at business sites have a negative impact on the 

health and safety of workers and local communities.

•  Liability for compensation and damage to corporate reputation following  

safety accidents

•  Massive damage to sales activities including conflicts with local communities

Establish emergency response system and provide safety 

training programs on a regular basis at each business site

Climate Change  

Risk*

The importance of managing carbon credits has been strengthened for 

companies under the “National Allocation Plan” during the second planning 

period of the Emissions Trading Scheme.

•  Cost of purchasing emissions credits upon failure to reduce carbon emissions

•  Possible imposition of penalties

Allocate reduction targets for each business site, monitor 

emissions status, encourage reduction activities

Information  

Security Risk*

There is an increased demand to strengthen information security systems to 

protect IPR and prevent personal information leakage.

•  Goodwill and intellectual property damages due to leakage of critical information 

•  Possibility of dispute due to personal information leakage

Comply with information security policy and control plan, prevent 

unauthorized data leaks through encryption and reinforced 

security system

External  

Trading  

Risk

Profitability may be affected by external trades, such as sales of subsidiaries, 

which aim to improve financial structures or invest in new projects.

•   Impact of financial risk, including reduced sales revenue caused by global 

economic crises

Identify overseas projects and minimize risks through legal 

counseling for M&As and expansion of strategic support 

Supply Chain  

Risk

Uncertainties in the supply chain increase due to constant factors co-existing in 

the economy, including trade, capital flow, and foreign exchange.

•  Price uncertainty due to increasing demand for raw materials

•  High fluctuation of customer demand makes predictions impossible

Provide mid/long-term supply chain management and 

restructuring plan for supply chain

Human  

Resources Risk

There is a growing need to secure experts in core industries in order to initiate 

new projects in bio, renewable energy, etc.
•  Decline in R&D capability and product quality Continue to expand training and education to identify talents

* Emerging risk
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Ethical Management

System to Promote Ethical Management

Establishment of the Ethical Management System

We have practiced ethical corporate management in order to fulfill our economic and 

legal responsibilities towards our stakeholders—shareholders, investors, customers, 

employees, suppliers, and local communities. Accordingly, we have striven to make 

a culture of ethical management take root by developing the Code of Ethics for 

Employees and informing our employees of the proper code of conduct.

Code of Ethics

By establishing the Code of Ethics for Employees, we have presented our detailed 

code of conduct regarding responsibilities and obligations to customers and 

shareholders, fair performance of duties, protection of company assets and 

information, sound work life and social life, and contributions to the nation and society.

Ethics Audit System

Our audit system is designed to identify and deal with ethical risks at the HQ, business 

sites, and affiliates in a preemptive manner. This audit system includes biannual 

audits, irregular planning audits of specific subjects, and special audits. All violations 

of ethical practices discovered through the audits are reflected in performance 

evaluations as well as in promotions and compensation.

Internal Control System

We have established and are operating an internal control system to promptly identify 

and respond to unethical practices and errors in our accounting reports that may 

occur during business operation. Our internal control system is subject to an external 

audit and, once a year, our IACS (Internal Accounting Control System) is also subject 

to the inspection and assessment of its operating status. The results of the inspection 

and assessment are reported to the Audit Committee, the Board of Directors, and the 

General Meeting of Shareholders.

Opening up a Reporting Channel

To ensure transparent ethical practices, we have operated an ombudsman system, 

a reporting channel where all stakeholders can report any action that undermines 

ethical management. Reports can be delivered via fax, an online ombudsman 

channel, and other various channels. The identities of reporters are kept totally 

confidential under the whistleblower protection system, and blacklisting of reporters 

or ending their careers is strictly forbidden. In addition, the Audit Office is committed 

to making every effort to reflect requests delivered via the reporting channels.

Audit Proposal System

We have operated a system to help employees propose special audits on suggested 

improvements and cases of fraud, injustice, or violation of laws or company regulations, 

in order to prevent such cases from happening. When an employee proposes an 

audit of a suggested improvement or a case of fraud, injustice, or violation of laws 

or company regulations including the Code of Ethics and the Internal Accounting 

Control Regulations, our Audit Office reviews whether the audit is necessary and then, 

if deemed necessary, conducts a special audit for improvement. It is impossible to 

identify a whistleblower who proposes a special audit anonymously, and the identity 

of a whistleblower who proposes a special audit using his/her real name can be made 

strictly confidential if he/she desires or if it is considered necessary.

Ethics Training Program

In order to help all employees practice ethical management, we have established 

and are operating ethics training programs. In principle, new employees are required 

to attend ethics training courses and write a pledge of compliance with ethical 

standards.

Code of Ethics

Inspection
Elevation of  

Awareness
Dissemination

2018

5

5

1

4

3

0

2019

5

4

5

2020

Periodic audits

Planning audits

Special audits

Ethics Audit 

Person in Charge

Audit Committee

Board of Directors

General Meeting of Shareholders

Internal accounting  

control supervisor 

Representative  

director 
Compliance officer

Recognizing risks

Reporting

Review & approval

Reporting

Reporting

Internal Control System Process

2018

1 0

2019

3

2020

Ombudsman reporting

Cases of Ombudsman Reporting 

GOVERNANCE

(Unit: No. of times)

2018

2,311

47

2,183

75

2019

1,692

1,638

2020*

Training in Diversity & Gender Equality

Training in Business Ethics

Ethical Awareness Training for Employees 

* Non-contact online training was provided instead due to COVID-19.

(Unit: Persons)

(Unit: Cases)
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Articles on Respect for Human Rights

Principles of Respect for Human Rights

We officially endorse the global standards and norms 

outlined by international organizations such as the 

ILO (International Labor Organization) and the UN 

Global Compact, as well as the UN Guiding Principles 

on Business and Human Rights. We recognize that 

responsibility with regard to respect for human rights is 

the basic principle to abide by in doing business.

We shall regard the protection of 

human rights as our most basic 

responsibility in doing business 

and apply the same principle 

not only to our employees at the 

business sites, but also to our 

customers, suppliers and local 

communities.

We shall comply with 

labor relations laws whose 

compliance is required in all 

countries and regions where we 

do business.

We shall do our utmost to 

guarantee stable employment 

and adequate wages for our 

employees and to provide 

them with a sound working 

environment.

We shall implement measures 

to improve the human rights 

awareness of our employees 

by periodically conducting 

training to prevent human rights 

violations by our employees in 

advance.

We shall conduct periodic 

internal audits to check 

compliance with our Human 

Rights Policy and the manage

channels by which an employee 

can report a human rights issue 

according to predetermined 

procedures whenever such an 

issue arises.

We shall respect all of our stakeholders, including our 

employees, as humans, and ensure no occurrence of 

psychological or physical oppression, abuse, or unfair 

treatment.

We shall maintain regular working hours in accordance 

with the labor relations laws of the nation or region 

where we do business, and shall not violate regulations 

on overtime work or days off.

We shall not discriminate against any employee for 

reasons related to social status, including gender, race, 

religion, political preference, nationality or country 

of origin, disabilities, marital status or pregnancy in 

employment, training, evaluation, compensation, or 

promotion.

We shall pay above the minimum wage set in the labor 

relations laws of the nation or region where we do 

business, and contribute to improving the economic 

stability of all employees and their quality of life by 

operating welfare schemes and in-house funds.

We shall neither compel any employee to work against 

his or her free will through violent words and acts, 

threats or confinement, nor require any commission 

fees related to the consignment of an ID card, a 

passport or a labor certificate issued by the government 

required for labor or recruitment.

We shall guarantee the right to organize, the right to 

bargain collectively, and the right to act collectively 

in accordance with labor relations laws in order 

to provide opportunities to communicate with all 

employees, and shall not unfairly treat employees for 

such reasons as subscription to the labor union or 

acting as its member, etc.

We shall comply with the minimum employment age 

prescribed in national and local laws. In the event that 

we employ a young worker, no high-risk task shall 

be imposed, and he or she will be exempted from 

nighttime or overtime work.

We shall strictly protect the confidentiality of personal 

information for all stakeholders, and shall not disclose 

or consign to others such information without the prior 

consent of stakeholders.

Article 1 (Respect for persons)

Article 5 (Compliance with laws on working hours)

Article 2 (Anti-discrimination)

Article 6 (Wages and welfare benefits)

Article 3 (Prohibition of forced labor)

Article 7 (Freedom of association)

Article 4 (Prohibition of child labor)

Article 8 (Protection of individual information and privacy)

OCI Human Rights Policy (Human Rights Policy)

Human Rights Management
GOVERNANCE

Guidelines for Human Rights 

Management

We prohibit discrimination on the basis of 

gender, race, age, etc., in compliance with 

the Labor Standards Act of Korea and the 

regulations of the ILO (International Labor 

Organization). In order to respect the human 

rights of employees and stakeholders, we have 

developed and announced our own human 

rights policy. In addition, we have promoted 

activities related to the protection of human 

rights.

A Culture of Respect for Human Rights

In order to foster a culture of respect for 

human rights, we have developed preventive 

measures against various problems, such 

as sexual and other harassment in the 

workplace and discrimination against women 

and the disabled, and have made efforts to 

produce a culture of mutual respect through 

organizational culture activities. We have 

provided every employee with training in the 

prevention of sexual harassment and are 

raising awareness of the disabled every year. 

To help us prevent and take measures against 

harassment in the workplace, we established 

the Employee Assistance Center and have 

entrusted its operation to external professional 

organizations.

1 2 3 4 5
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